Light-Dependent OCT Structure Changes in Photoreceptor Degenerative rd 10 Mouse Retina
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PURPOSE. Using optical coherence tomography (OCT) to analyze the effects of light/dark adaptation in a mouse model of inherited photoreceptor degeneration (rd10), and to study dynamics of subretinal fluid during the progress of retinal degeneration.

METHODS. rd10 and wild-type (WT) C57BL/6j mice were reared in cyclic light or darkness and imaged with Bioptigen UHR-OCT or Spectralis HRA+OCT after adaptation to either light or darkness.

RESULTS. OCT images from rd10 mice were analyzed at three progressive stages of degeneration. After light-adaptation, stage I (postnatal age [P]26–29) eyes demonstrated no apparent subretinal fluid. At stage II (P32–38), subretinal fluid was present and restricted to parapapillary area, while at stage III (P44–45) extensive subretinal fluid was present across many retinal areas. Following overnight dark-adaptation, WT eyes showed a large reduction in outer retinal thickness (4.6 ± 1.4 μm, n = 16), whereas this change was significantly smaller in stage I rd10 eyes (1.5 ± 0.5 μm, n = 14). In stage II rd10 eyes, dark-adaptation significantly reduced the extent of subretinal fluid, with the amount of reduction correlating with the amount of fluid pre-existing in the light-adapted state. However, dark-adaptation did not significantly alter the amount of subretinal fluid observed in stage III rd10 mice. In addition, dark-rearing of rd10 mice from P6 to P30 slowed retinal degeneration.

CONCLUSIONS. Visual experience in the form of light/dark adaptation exerts a significant effect on outer retinal structure in the context of photoreceptor degeneration. This effect may arise from light-dependent alterations in fluid transport across the RPE monolayer, and promote photoreceptor survival as induced by dark-rearing.
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Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive in vivo imaging method that can provide high-resolution optical section of the tissue, and has been widely used in the diagnosis and monitoring of retinal disease in the clinic and the laboratory.1-3 In addition to providing structural information on retinal anatomy, OCT can also be used to perform time-lapse imaging of the retina to discover dynamic morphological changes in response to light stimulus.4-9 As the light source used for OCT imaging usually lies in the infrared spectrum beyond the detection range of the eye, it can be used to measure changes in retinal structure in response to visible light without interfering of light responses. We had recently reported the phenomenon of light-dependent dynamic changes in retinal thickness in the wild-type (WT) mouse retina using reported the phenomenon of light-dependent dynamic changes in the retina for rd10 mice have been well documented in animal studies,11-16 the effect of photoreceptor degeneration such as that occurring in retinitis pigmentosa (RP) on subretinal fluid is largely unexplored. As the integrity of subretinal space is essential to maintain proper function for photoreceptors and RPE, understanding the influence of photoreceptor degeneration on subretinal fluid regulation can help to provide insight into the pathophysiology in RP and may translate to new therapeutic approaches for this blinding disease.

In this study, we examined OCT images under light- and dark-adapted conditions of commonly studied rd10 mouse model of RP, and tested hypothesis that light-dependent OCT changes in outer retina thickness is mediated by the dynamics of subretinal fluid in the eye. This mouse line contains a homozygous point mutation in the rod photoreceptor-specific Pde6b gene,17,18 which leads to progressive photoreceptor degeneration. Mutations in the same gene have also been found in human RP patients.19 As a commonly used RP model, the time course of the photoreceptor degeneration and cellular changes in the retina for rd10 mice have been well documented.11,20-24 In addition, it has been reported that rd10 mice develop retinal separation from RPE layer during the course of retinal degeneration, suggesting an accumulation of subretinal fluid.11 Therefore, rd10 mice provide a suitable
model to examine the link of light-dependent OCT structure changes and subretinal fluid dynamics in the eye and to investigate the effects of retinal degeneration on subretinal fluid regulation. Here, we report that light-dependent changes in outer retina thickness are maintained in rd10 retina but vary with the stage of degeneration and with the amount of pre-existing fluid in the subretinal space.

METHODS

Experimental Animals

All procedures involving animals were conducted under an approved National Institutes of Health animal care protocol, and all animals were treated in accordance with the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. Mice (C57BL/6j and rd10) were kept in regular animal housing under a 50lux 14:10-hour light/dark cycle. In addition, a subgroup of rd10 mice were dark reared.

OCT Imaging

Mice were anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (6 mg/kg). OCT images were captured using either Envisu UHR2200 (Bioptigen, Durham, NC, USA) or Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering, Franklin, MA, USA). Whereas Envisu system employs a wider bandwidth (160 nm) for OCT beam and provides a higher axial resolution (1.6 μm in tissue), the Spectralis instrument combines simultaneous reflectance fundus imaging with OCT imaging, which allows for precise and repeatable scanning at the same retinal region during follow-up studies. Light-adapted animals were imaged in the procedure room under standard illumination conditions (500lux). Dark-adapted animals were prepared under dim red light and imaged in darkness. For Bioptigen Envisu system with a 50-degree OCT field, mouse eye was positioned with the optic nerve head (ONH) in the center of the OCT scan. Full field volume scans (1.4 mm × 1.4 mm at 1000 A-scan x 100 B-scan × 5) were captured. In addition, two radial scans were acquired at horizontal and vertical position and averaged 40 times. For Heidelberg Spectralis system with a 30-degree OCT field, volume scans of nasal and temporal side of ONH were acquired at horizontal and vertical position and averaged 40 times. In addition, two radial scans were also used to calculate intensity profile across the outer retina based on averaged value of 10-pixel width at the spot center of OCT images. The width of EZ (IS/OS) (the inner segment ellipsoid zone, also referred as the inner segment/outer segment [IS/OS] junction) was calculated from mid-point of ascending and descending phases on intensity profile of the band (as illustrated in Fig. 1). For OCT images captured with Heidelberg Spectralis, the frame of OCT B-scan that showed the largest subretinal fluid accumulation from each eye was selected for analysis. The highest values of outer retina length (from OLM to BM) were measured. Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

RESULTS

As there are progressive changes of subretinal fluid accumulation in rd10 mice,11 we divided these mice into three stages across the course of photoreceptor degeneration: stage I, ranging from P26 to P29, during which no apparent subretinal fluid was observed; stage II, ranging from P32 to P38, during which some patchy subretinal fluid accumulation restricted to the central retina; and stage III, ranging from P44 to P48, during which subretinal fluid accumulation extending over large areas of the retina.

d10 Mice at Stage I of Degeneration Demonstrate an Outer Retinal Thickening in Response to Light-Adaptation That Is Much Smaller Than That Observed in WT Mice

We evaluated rd10 mice during stage I (at P26–P29) and WT mice using OCT and compared retinal thickness changes between light-adapted and dark-adapted (overnight dark adaptation) in these two groups. Even at this early stage, rd10 retina has undergone significant photoreceptor degeneration,4 resulting in marked retinal thinning relative to WT retina (Fig. 1) that arose primarily from outer retinal atrophy. Averaged total retina thickness for WT and rd10 mice are summarized in Figure 2A, and values for outer retina thickness (OLM to BM) for WT and rd10 are shown in Figure 2B. As previously reported for WT retina, light adaptation induced changes in OCT images with appearance of a hyporeflective zone between PRT and RPE layer (pointed by red arrows in Fig. 1A) that lead to an increase in retina thickness.4 This increase of retinal thickness under light-adapted conditions can be detected in both total retinal thickness and outer retina thickness measurements (Figs. 2A, 2B). In addition, Zhang et al.3 recently reported that high intensity light adaptation induced a number of changes in OCT bands in outer retina. In particular, the intensity of EZ (IS/OS)25-27 was increased after light stimulation. To better characterize the light-induced changes in OCT image, we plotted intensity profile of outer retina as shown in lower panel of Figure 1. Measured band thickness and peak intensity of EZ (IS/OS) zone is summarized in Figures 2D and 2E, respectively. For WT retina, there is a significant reduction in EZ (IS/OS) zone thickness and small reduction in peak intensity (although statistically not significant) of OCT images captured under dark-adapted conditions.

In addition to the reduction of total retina thickness and outer retina thickness, OCT images of rd10 retina also revealed other differences in outer retina in this degenerative retina (Fig. 1B). For stage I rd10 retina, only three layers (OLM, EZ [IS/OS], and RPE) are distinguishable on OCT images, as illustrated on intensity plot in Figure 1B. EZ (IS/OS) zone is much thinner (Fig. 2D), and the peak intensity is slightly weaker (Fig. 2E) as compared with OCT images from WT retina. For stage I rd10 mice, small but statistically significant changes in retinal
thickness could also be detected when comparing OCT images obtained from the same eye of a P40 WT mouse under light-adapted and dark-adapted conditions. Red arrows point to a hyporeflective layer between PRT layer and RPE layers, which is present under light-adapted conditions but absent in dark-adapted conditions. Intensity profiles for outer retina region (outlined by red dash line box) are shown in the bottom panel. B) Representative example of OCT retinal images obtained from the same eye of a P26 rd10 mouse under light-adapted and dark-adapted conditions. Light-induced OCT response is much smaller in this stage I rd10 mouse. Bottom panel illustrates intensity profile of OCT intensity in outer retina from outlined regions. NFL, nerve fiber layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer.

**Subretinal Fluid Accumulation Changes in Light-Adapted Stage II rd10 Retina Undergoes Resolution During Dark Adaptation**

Under light-adapted conditions, rd10 retinas during stage II (P32–P38) demonstrated patchy subretinal fluid accumulation between photoreceptor and RPE layers, leading to areas of separation of neural retina from the RPE that typically occurred in the superotemporal quadrant of the central retina. A representative example of horizontal B-scan OCT images of a stage II rd10 retina is shown in Figure 3A. Interestingly, following overnight dark adaptation, these areas of subretinal fluid largely resolved. Magnified images illustrate subretinal fluid accumulation and absorption under light- and dark-adapted conditions are shown in Figure 3B, along with intensity profile of outer retina region on the right-side panel. For stage II rd10 retina, only OLM and RPE bands are clearly resolvable in outer retina, and distance between these bands (outer retina thickness) is much larger under dark-adapted condition than those observed under dark-adapted retina. Figure 3C shows quantitative measurement of outer retina thickness of stage II rd10 eyes. Due to the accumulation of subretinal fluid, the mean outer retina thickness (from OLM to BM) under light-adapted conditions is even greater than that found in stage I rd10 retinas (36.9 ± 2.5 µm, n = 11, compared to 22.1 ± 0.7 µm, n = 16; P = 5 × 10⁻⁷, unpaired t-test). With the resolution of this subretinal fluid with overnight dark-adaptation, the mean change in outer retina thickness in stage II eyes exceeded that in stage I eyes (6.7 ± 1.0 µm compared to 1.4 ± 0.4 µm; P = 4 × 10⁻⁵, unpaired t-test).

As there was considerable variation in the thickness of the layer of subretinal fluid in individual stage II rd10 eyes, and in between different retinal regions in the same eye, we investigated the relationship between fluid accumulation and the light-induced changes in outer retina thickness. Results are summarized in Figure 3D, where each point represents one measurement on the OCT images (i.e., four points for each eye, two from nasal and temporal field of horizontal B-scan, and two from superior and inferior field of vertical B-scan). The data could fit with a linear equation (R² = 0.84) between the outer retina thickness measured from light-adapted OCT image and the light-induced changes in outer retinal thickness. The fitted line has x-intercept (green arrow) of 22.27 µm, a value that most likely reflects outer retina thickness when no
subretinal fluid is present. This is very similar as the outer retina thickness observed on stage I rd10 mice (22.1 ± 0.7 μm, Fig. 2B). The slope of regression line is 0.84, which is smaller than unity, indicating that dark-adapted retina does not completely remove the accumulation of subretinal fluid observed under light-adapted status.

As accumulation of subretinal fluid demonstrated regional variations in stage II rd10 eye, differences in scan position could affect the values of outer retina thickness measured under light- and dark-adapted conditions. Therefore, the comparison would be more accurate if the scan was performed at the exact retinal position under both conditions. Spectralis system (Heidelberg Engineering) has capacity of performing follow-up OCT images at the exact same retinal location using fundus image as a reference during eye tracking. An example of initial OCT scan under light-adapted condition from a stage II rd10 mouse eye is shown in Figure 4A (top panel). The example of B-scan OCT image was selected to have the largest subretinal fluid accumulation (pointed by red arrows) among all volume OCT scan performed on the eye. The follow-up image after overnight dark-adaptation from the same retinal spot is shown at bottom panel of Figure 4A. Clearly, the subretinal fluid is mostly dissolved after overnight dark-adaptation. Figure 4B shows magnified OCT images from light- and dark-adapted conditions (portion outlined by blue lines in Fig. 4A) with intensity profile of outer retina shown on the right-side panel. Similar as OCT images captured with Bioptigen OCT system, only OLM and RPE bands are clearly resolvable in outer retina for stage II rd10 mice on images obtained with Spectralis. The OLM band is relatively larger on Spectralis OCT image (Fig. 4B) than those captured with Bioptigen OCT system (Fig. 3B), most likely due to relatively lower axial resolution of Spectralis system to resolve OLM from residual degenerative photoreceptor.

Large accumulation of subretinal fluid is easily distinguishable on the OCT image captured under light-adapted condition. The amount of subretinal fluid is greatly reduced after overnight dark-adaptation at the same retinal location, although there are still some residual left. We quantitated the outer retina length under these two conditions, and results are shown in Figure 4C.

The correlation between light-adapted outer retina thickness and changes induced by dark-adaptation is shown in Figure 4D. In this plot, data from each eye is represented by one point. The results could fit with a linear equation ($R^2 = 0.44$) with x-intercept of 22.41 μm, a value similar as the outer retinal thickness for stage I rd10 mice (Fig. 2B). The regression line has a slope of 0.4, suggesting less effectiveness of dark-adapted retina for removing subretinal fluid in this group of rd10 mice.

**Figure 2.** Light-induced OCT responses in WT and stage I rd10 mice. *Bar graphs* summarized measurements from OCT images acquired under light- and dark-adapted conditions of WT and rd10 eyes for averaged total retinal thickness (A), outer retinal thickness (B), light-adaptation induced OCT responses (C), EZ (IS/OS) thickness (D), and EZ (IS/OS) peak intensity (E). $N = 16$ for WT and $N = 14$ for rd10. *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001. (A, B, D: paired t-test; C, E: unpaired t-test).
FIGURE 3. Light adaptation induces subretinal fluid accumulation in rd10 mice during Stage II of degeneration. (A) Representative example of OCT images obtained from the same P34 rd10 mouse retina under light-adapted and dark-adapted conditions. Areas of subretinal fluid accumulation (red arrows) can be observed under light-adapted conditions but these fully resolve following overnight dark-adaptation. (B) Side-by-side comparison of the OCT images at high magnification for the same local retina region outlined by blue lines in (A). Intensity profiles for outer retina region outlined by dash red box are shown on the right-side panel. Red arrows point to the fluid accumulation in subretinal space under light-adapted condition, which is largely resolved following dark adaptation. (C) Change in outer retinal thickness for stage II rd10 retinas (n = 11) under light and dark-adapted conditions.
Subretinal Fluid in Stage III rd10 Mice Is Not Affected by Adaptation Status

With the progression of retinal degeneration along postnatal age, the extent of accumulated subretinal fluid between photoreceptor and RPE layer also increased. An example of OCT image from stage III rd10 mice (P4–P48) obtained under light- and dark-adapted conditions is shown in Figure 5A. The accumulation of subretinal fluid involved large areas, which extended across the width of individual OCT scans. Similar amounts of subretinal fluid were also observed on OCT image acquired after overnight dark-adaptation. Figure 5B shows magnified OCT images from light- and dark-adapted conditions (portion outlined by blue lines in Fig. 5A) with intensity profile of whole retina shown on the right-side panel. OLM and RPE bands are clearly visible in outer retina for stage III rd10 mice, although they are separated further apart by hypo-reflective fluid accumulated area. Quantitative measurements of outer retina length under light- and dark-adapted conditions are summarized in Figure 5C. The relationship between light-adapted outer retina thickness and light-induced OCT response is shown in Figure 5D. Each data point represents values derived from one mouse eye. For stage III rd10 mice, there is no correlation between outer retina length and the changes induced by adaptation, indicating that the amount of subretinal fluid in stage III rd10 mice was not affected by adaptation status.

Effect of Dark-rearing on Retinal Degeneration in rd10 Mice

Accumulation of subretinal fluid separates photoreceptors from RPE layer and reduces the support and protective function of RPE to photoreceptor cells. Therefore, subretinal fluid observed in rd10 mice under light-adapted condition could accelerate retinal degeneration in these animals. To test this hypothesis, we raised young rd10 pulps under total darkness starting at P6, and examined their retinal structure by OCT imaging at P30. Their littermates raised in normal light condition (i.e., 14:10 light/dark cycle) were used as controls. Figure 6A shows one example of OCT images of control from eye and one from dark-reared rd10 mouse eye, with intensity profile of OCT images plotted on the right-side panel. The animals kept in dark exhibit much larger outer nuclear layer thickness than those of control, whereas inner retinal layers were very similar. In addition, dark-reared animals exhibit prominent EZ (IS/OS) zone, whereas OCT images obtained from control rd10 mice can only detect OLM and RPE bands in the outer retina region. Quantitative measurements from four control and four dark-reared mice are summarized in bar graphs shown in Figures 6B through 6D. Dark-reared mice exhibited significant higher in total retinal thickness than controls (Fig. 6B). The difference was mainly in photoreceptor layer, with significant thinning of ONL thickness for control retina (Fig. 6C). On the other hand, the thicknesses of the inner retina (from OPL to NFL) were similar for control and dark-reared mice (Fig. 6D). These results indicated a protective effect of dark-rearing on retinal degeneration in rd10 mice.

DISCUSSION

Light exposure induces a number of structural changes in the retina that can be detected by OCT imaging. In WT mice (Figs. 1A, 2), light-adaptation under the illumination of normal housing conditions induces an increase of outer retina thickness with appearance of an additional hypo-reflective layer separating PRT from RPE layers. In addition, light-adaptation induced a widening of EZ (IS/OS) zone on OCT images (Fig. 2D) and slight increase in peak intensity (Fig. 2E). These changes most likely reflect light-dependent alterations in fluid accumulation in subretinal space. Correlation between light-dependent OCT changes in outer retina thickness and amount of subretinal fluid observed for stage II rd10 mice (Figs. 3, 4) provides additional support for this hypothesis. Recent, similar changes in outer retina thickness in response to intense flash light stimulation have been measured in mice and human eyes. Unlike the current study that examined retina structure under steady light- and dark-adapted conditions, these reports monitored dynamic changes on OCT images following an intense flash light that bleaches significant amounts of rhodopsin. Differences in light stimulation might account, in part, for variations observed on magnitude of outer retinal changes. In addition, Zhang et al. used linear scale to quantitate OCT image, whereas most commercial instruments (including those used in this study) produce OCT images in logarithmic scale. Such scaling difference might contribute to different in EZ (IS/OS) zone intensities.

Stage I rd10 mice exhibited significant photoreceptor degeneration evident as large reduction in outer nuclear layer and outer retinal thickness (Figs. 1B, 2A, 2B). In addition, the EZ (IS/OS) zone is much narrower (Fig. 2D) and less intense (Fig. 2E) compared with WT controls. The EZ (IS/OS) zone was completely absent in Stage II rd10 mice (Figs. 3, 4), indicating further progression of photoreceptor degeneration. As photoreceptors degenerate, light-dependent OCT changes in outer retina were also significantly diminished (Figs. 1, 2). The RPE layer plays important roles in regulating fluid transport in outer retina. However, RPE cells themselves are not intrinsically sensitive to light, and only photoreceptors can initiate light responses in the outer retina. Activated photoreceptors are therefore likely to release signals that influence fluid transport in RPE cells in a light-dependent manner. Reduced light-dependent OCT changes in outer retina in stage I rd10 mice is consistent with diminished photoreceptor signal in these animals.

As retinal degeneration progresses in rd10 mice, subretinal fluid typically accumulates and becomes pathological, first in smaller regions in the posterior pole (stage II) and then in extensive contiguous areas later in degeneration (stage III). For stage II rd10 mice, the amount of subretinal fluid varied with the conditions of light adaptation (Figs. 3, 4). While subretinal fluid was clearly visible on OCT images captured from light-adapted animals, the amount was significantly reduced to the point of resolution (as in examples shown in Fig. 3B) following overnight dark-adaptation, indicating that RPE is capable to remove excess fluid in subretinal space even in this stage of retinal degeneration. The light-dependent OCT changes in stage II rd10 mice also indicate that there are still residual functional photoreceptors persisting in the retina. On the other hand, the removal of excess fluid by dark-adaptation for stage II rd10 mice is not complete as the slope of light-dependent OCT response versus light-adapted outer retinal thickness is less than unity (Figs. 3D, 4D). In addition, the slope decreases with the progress of retinal degeneration, from 0.84 for P32 to P35 mice shown in Figure 3D to 0.40 for P35 to P38.
Figure 4. Light-adaptation induced subretinal fluid changes in stage II rd10 mice revealed by Spectralis OCT system. (A) Example of OCT images obtained from the same P38 rd10 mouse eye under light-adapted and “follow-up” exam with Spectralis OCT system after overnight dark-adaptation. Infrared fundus images are shown on the left side of the panel. Red arrows point to accumulation of subretinal fluid on OCT images acquired under light-adapted condition. (B) Side-by-side comparison of the OCT images for the same local retina region (outlined by blue lines in [A]). Intensity profiles for outer retina region outlined by dash red box are shown on the right side panel. Red arrow points to the fluid accumulation in subretinal space under light-adapted condition, which is largely disappeared on OCT image acquired under dark-adapted condition. (C) Bar graph illustrates...
averaged outer retinal thickness under light and dark-adapted conditions ($n = 32$). (D) Relationship of outer retina thickness changes and outer retinal length observed under light-adapted condition ($n = 32$ measurements from 32 eyes of 16 animals; Pearson’s correlation coefficient). *Green arrow* points to X-intercept, a value corresponds to the outer retina length with no subretinal fluid accumulation.

**Figure 5.** Light-adaptation has no effect on subretinal fluid in stage III rd10 mice. (A) Example of OCT images obtained from the same P45 rd10 mouse eye under light-adapted and “follow-up” exam after overnight dark-adaptation. Infrared fundus images are shown on the left side of the.
rd10 mice shown in Figure 4D. With further retinal degenerations, stage III rd10 mice exhibited massive subretinal fluid (Fig. 5). The amount of fluids accumulated under subretinal space did not change significantly under light- and dark-adapted conditions. It is likely that the number of residual photoreceptors at this stage of rd10 retina is insufficient to regulate fluid transport in RPE cells. As rod photoreceptors degenerate, cone progressively dominate photoreceptor response in rd10 retina. The contribution of cones to light-dependent OCT response is complicated by findings that GNAT1/+ mice lack similar response and do not show light-dependent water mobility changes in subretinal space. Although there are substantial rod degeneration in rd10 retina early on, rods still outnumber cones for the time points for which the light response was evaluated, especially for stage I (P21–P26) eyes, making a rod contribution to the response still plausible.

It is interesting to note that the largest outer retina length changes over light- and dark-adaptation observed from stage II rd10 mice reached 30 to 40 μm (Figs. 3, 4). The capacity of RPE cells for fluid transport is estimated in range of 1.4 to 11 µL/cm² h, which is equivalent to a steady transport of 14 to 110 µm of fluid across the surface of RPE per hour. Therefore, the removal of 30 to 40 µm of subretinal fluid after overnight (>10 hours) dark-adaptation is well within the capacity of RPE pump activity.

It is not clear how subretinal fluid accumulates in rd10 mice with retinal degeneration. Not all retinal degeneration leads to the development of subretinal edema, as rd1 mice never develop fluid accumulation in subretinal space despite a very rapid rate of degeneration. During the degeneration in rd10 mice, the outer retina is infiltrated with immune cells, including microglia cells, which could cause tissue inflammation. It is also possible that RPE cells have a reduced pumping activity under light-adapted conditions, which leads accumulation of fluid as by-product of metabolism. As subretinal space has lower physical resistance to fluid flow, it becomes a locus for the accumulation of excess fluid.
fluid in the retina. Accumulation of excess fluid in subretinal space will create a barrier for RPE and photoreceptor interaction, and prevent RPE cells from providing nutrients for photoreceptors, and thus accelerate retinal degeneration. Therefore, removing subretinal fluid will be beneficial to limiting degeneration in these animals. Our results of dark-rearing are consistent with this notion. As subretinal fluid accumulation decreases under dark-adapted conditions, dark-reared mice demonstrated better preserved outer retinal thicknesses compared with those housed under normal cyclic light condition (Fig. 6). In addition, EZ (IS/OS) zone is more prominent on OCT images obtained from dark-rearing rd10 mice, whereas the band cannot be detected on those of control rd10 mice, indicating healthier photoreceptors in the dark-reared animals. Similar protective effects of dark rearing on rd10 mice have also been observed previously.18

Intradirental cystic edema occurs commonly in human RP patients (10%–50%)36 and can sometimes be complicated further by subretinal fluid accumulation.37,38 A recent study reported similar changes in photoreceptor layer thickness induced by light flash for normal human subjects.19 It is likely that the mechanisms in regulating subretinal fluid dynamic are similar in human and mouse eyes. Dark-adaptation could activate RPE pump, increase outflow of subretinal fluid, and be neuroprotective. Although dark rearing is not a feasible approach for human eye disease, further study to identify the responsible molecular signals could lead to therapeutic approaches that specifically modulate subretinal fluid dynamics in human patients.
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